
  

BOMMA AT EUROLUCE 2017 
 
Milano – BOMMA is pleased to announce its very first participation at Salone del Mobile in 

Milan. BOMMA, a young Czech glass and lighting manufacturer, is presenting a series of 

lighting collections created by leading Czech designers. Along with five currently renowned, 

award-winning designs, BOMMA is now launching two brand new collections of oversized 

mouth-blown crystal pendants – DISC by the Olgoj Chorchoj studio and PHENOMENA cut 

version by the Dechem studio. 



BOMMA introduced their lighting collection and photographed their latest catalog in the interiors 

of the Czech Embassy in Berlin. Designed by Vladimír and Věra Machonin and built between 

1970 and 1978, the building is a prime example of the then Czechoslovak brutalist architectural 

style. Thus BOMMA highlights the often overlooked era of 1960’s and 70’s brutalist architecture 

and design. It’s a style that had no reason to flourish in the West, yet forms an integral part of 

the Eastern European heritage, with many ultra-modern and monumental works created during 

this era. 

 

ABOUT BOMMA 

BOMMA is one of the young Czech glass manufacturers who build on a centuries-old tradition, 

yet fully utilize the advantages of 21st century technologies and modern design. Established in 

2012 and sporting Europe’s most modern production facility, the firm quickly became known for 

its superior in-house technology, exceptionally clear crystal and oversized mouth-blown glass 

that retains the highest quality.  

BOMMA’s rocket-start was launched thanks to the unique and edgy designs of its crystal 

stemware collections, produced in collaboration with Czech and international artists and 

designers. These include Arik Levy, Maxim Velčovský and the Olgoj Chorchoj Studio, whose 

members also serve as BOMMA creative directors. Their diverse approaches create a rich 

palette of styles and techniques. The creative potential of these designers, drawn to BOMMA’s 

cutting-edge technology and ancient craft, blended the best of both worlds. 



BOMMA LIGHTING 2017 

 
 
PHENOMENA by DECHEM studio 
 
The collection was inspired by simple shapes: a circle, a triangle, a rectangle and an oval. The 

term phenomenon comes from the Greek word for "appearance". The forms are what you see 

on first sight. In Plato's idealist philosophy, phenomena are transient, likenesses of the eternal, 

perfect Forms and so are not truly real. This seems very fitting for a collection made in a 

material that is so difficult yet versatile, so strong yet fragile as glass. 

 

The new cut version of the Phenomena Collection combines the tradition of mouth-blown Czech 

cut crystal with a contemporary and smart approach to design. The precise geometric pattern is 

made with a sophisticated robotic technology developed in-house - the signature know-how of 

Bomma. 



DISC by Olgoj Chorchoj 
 
The Disc collection follows the idea of TIM pendant with its exceptionally big amount of mouth-
blown crystal. However, this time the round shape is defined by a mould. With its minimalistic 
design, fine materials and details, it gives the impression of something elementary and close, at 
the same time something unknown, mysterious and unique. Combining crystal with metal, Disc 
resembles a real space lighting object. 

 
 

 
LANTERN by Jan Plecháč & Henry Wielgus  
 
Combining an ancient shape with a strong focus on our material – crystal, the Lantern seems 

ephemeral. It is almost not there yet a strong piece of design, it is traditional and contemporary 

at the same time.  



SHIBARI by Kateřina Handlová 

The second collection designed by Handlová. The second unique combination of the specific 

nature of crystal. Shibari is not just a technique of tying up object with ropes, it is a way of 

communication within a hidden system of lines and loops. The Japanese call it Kinbaku: the 

beauty of tight binding. The lighting is available as one, three or five pieces. 

 

SOAP by Ota Svoboda 

Varying colors, transparency and continuously changing shapes – the characteristic features of 

a soap bubble inspired this successful collection, which was launched at Maison et Objet in 

January 2016. Each piece is freely hand-blown, no molds are used, each is different in shape 

and color.  

 



TIM by Olgoj Chorchoj studio 

The giant TIM domes were originally created to house TIM Burton’s movie characters in his 

Prague exhibition. The TIM lights followed and became an instant success in 2015. They were 

awarded the best lighting collection at Prague Designblok 2015, RedDot award 2016 and were 

featured in Wallpaper & Madame Figaro among others. They are freely hand-blown weighing up 

to 30 kg and measuring up to 750 mm – a dimension very few glassmakers in the world can 

achieve.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bohemia Machine has been based in Světlá nad Sázavou since 1992, one of the traditional 

centers of Czech glassmaking. A leader in its field, the company designs and builds glass-

cutting machines and other glassmaking technologies. 

Bomma, Bohemia Machine’s glassmaking division, was introduced in 2012 and built Europe’s 

most modern production facility. It quickly became known for its precise cutting technology, 

exceptionally clear crystal, as well as oversized mouth-blown glass, retaining the highest quality. 

As a retail brand, Bomma focuses on contemporary design. Designers worldwide value its 

artisan craftsmanship and innovative technology, both of which are available to them in-house. 

 

ENJOY THESE RESULTS AND KEEP AN EYE ON BOMMA, AS THEY HAVE MUCH IN 

STORE FOR FUTURE DESIGNS! 
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